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MapMate

Web Based Mapping for the Location & Positioning 
of vehicles of all types and uses. The ManageMate 
tracking system is able to track, report and measure 
vehicle usage within definable parameters including 
time and geographical boundaries.

The ability to be able to monitor and report exceptionally 
on a commercial fleet provides companies with the 
opportunity of more effectively managing the fleet and 
thus reducing operational costs.

Allows for ‘real-time’ web based mapping of the region 
of interest depicting the location of the truck, the bin 
lifted and all associated operations to be generated 
from this information.

GPS allows specific location data to be correlated 
with all data provided by the on-truck Data Generation 
system. This provides for direct, independent and 
reliable location data for the truck and bins lifted.

SYSTEM FEATURES>MAPMATE>

SYSTEM BENEF ITS>

  Depiction of the Councils boundaries and collection 
zones

  Viewing of location of the truck and/or bins collected

  ‘Find’ engine filtering according to Location, Accounts, 
Address and/or Bin Geo-fencing Filter for viewing 
current or historical maps and mapping events

  Ability to print and/or download map picture files

  Display truck direction and speed

  Route optimisation

  Add Google layer or LPI base layer so we can do 
vehicle tracking over larger areas

  Display bins not yet collected

  Display video events and play video

  Display out of position bins

“This technology has afforded us a level of detailed management information that  
we only ever dreamed of having available.” 

  Reduce the cost and time for dispute resolution with 
either the waste collector or the rate payer

  Improved fleet operation efficiencies through route 
management and optimisation

  Reduce the numbers and cost of replacing lost / 
stolen bin

  Remote and ‘real-time’ management

“If you can measure it,  
you can manage it.”
“If you can measure it,  

you can manage it.”
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